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the complete viking kitchen.
completely different.
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The new Designer™ line from Viking offers a fresh perspective on premium performance         – yours. Viking listened to customers, designers, and home chefs. So in addition to all the power and features 

you’d expect from Viking, the Designer Series offers new options in style and size.         Finally, there’s a choice for true performance and it’s completely up to you.
®
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If you want your food to get more attention than    your kitchen, 
this is your viking. Beneath the sleek exterior, the Designer Series delivers heavy-duty culinary power.       Its standard sizing and subtle contours simply ensure it fits into your kitchen – and fits in with 

your design scheme. Whether you’re outfitting a complete kitchen, or upgrading a        single product, the Designer Series complements your style.
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Built-In Cooking  
Designer cooking products offer the freedom and power to cook however – and 
whatever – you like. Gas rangetops install Viking performance into any island, 
countertop, or bar design. Cooktops combine performance and sleek design 
versatility, whether you choose gas or electric. Customize your kitchen with 
single or double electric built-in ovens. Electric warming drawers keep every 
course piping hot, and microwaves add an extra dash of cooking convenience. 

It’s your kitchen. 
explore your options.

Freestanding Ranges
Every Designer range fits easily into a standard 30" wide space. So all you have 
to figure out is which cooking type suits you best – gas, dual fuel, or electric.
Sealed gas burners provide precision power up to 16,000 BTUs. But of course, 
the QuickCook™ electric elements reach full power in three seconds. And the 
electric self-clean convection ovens boast the largest oven capacity available. 
Then again, the gas oven includes a commercial-style infrared broiler. Everybody 
wins in the Designer kitchen.
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Refrigeration
The Designer Series presents enough refrigeration options to suit any kitchen. 
The striking built-in refrigerator/freezers are available in both side-by-side and 
bottom-mount models in 24 color finishes. Featuring a cabinet-depth design, the 
freestanding refrigerator/freezers fit perfectly with most existing cabinetry. 
Wine cellars are available in sizes to fit any collection, while the ice machine and 
refrigerated beverage centers keep all your guests refreshed. In an amazing feat 
of convenience, Viking refrigerated drawers deftly convert any standard 24" 
undercounter space into 5.8 cubic feet of extra cool storage. 

Ventilation 
Clean lines and clean air. Designer ventilation systems complement the Viking kitchen in form and 

function. Heavy-duty wall and island hoods quietly control temperatures and corral odors, while 
downdraft systems rise behind cooktops, then retract into the counter after their job is done.

76

Kitchen Cleanup
The Designer Series even makes the dirty jobs 
look good. The sleek and powerful dishwasher 
silently scours away. And the ultra heavy-duty 
food waste disposer devours everything from 

shrimp peels to turkey bones with no fear  
of jamming. 



freestanding ranges
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     Your cooking takes center stage with the subtle styling of the 

Designer Series range. It takes all the performance of the fabled Viking 

Professional range and somehow harnesses it into an any-kitchen-

friendly 30" unit – a feat even more amazing when you consider the dual 

fuel and electric models feature the largest oven capacity on the market. 

The sleek arc of the gas burner grate moves cookware gracefully across 

the powerful sealed gas burner system. And beveled knobs offer 

precision control of every single BTU and oven mode. Physicists and 

chefs will be equally amazed.  



easy on the eyes. easier on the cook.
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Gas Range*

30" width  

The Designer Series gas range delivers 

premium performance – even when 

space is at a premium. The sealed burner 

system with SureSpark™ Ignition provides 

precision control from delicate to crab 

boil. A continuous grate surface makes it 

easy to move even the largest stockpots. 

The large capacity oven offers six cooking 

modes, including convection and true 

commercial-style infrared broiling. And 

the entire range is built for easy cleanup. 



Electric Range*

30" width  

The electric range delivers maximum 

performance to minimal space. The largest 

capacity oven available combined with 

the largest convection fan offers perfectly 

even heat circulation for everything from 

sugar cookies to rack of lamb. Up top, 

QuickCook™ surface elements reach full 

power in about three seconds – and 

that’s an impressive feat at 2,500 watts. 
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Dual Fuel Range*

30" width  

The dual fuel model combines gas burners 

with an electric convection oven for the 

ultimate in performance and convenience. 

Sealed burners deliver up to 16,000 BTUs 

of precision surface cooking power. The 

largest capacity oven on the market also 

includes the largest convection fan for 

perfectly balanced heat circulation, no 

matter what you’re cooking. 

*Shown with optional 6" high backguard accessory
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built-in cooking
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     Sure, it’s nice to get complimented on your kitchen. But cooking is 

a true matter of pride. So the subtle and stylish exteriors of Designer 

Series cooking products conceal heavy-duty performance. Beneath the 

contoured handles and beveled knobs you’ll find all the exceptional 

features you expect from Viking. Ovens, rangetops, cooktops, warming 

drawers, microwaves – they all fit snugly into your existing counter 

space or cabinetry. Ovens, warming drawers, and microwaves can even 

be flush mounted for a seamless look to minimize distractions from 

your dinner menu.



B U I L T - I N  S U R F A C E  C O O K I N G

discover your countertop’s true calling.

Continuous Grate 

Gas Rangetops*

30" and 36" widths  

With a Designer rangetop, any island, 

countertop, or bar configuration can 

be equipped with high-performance 

gas burners. The continuous grates 

add a sleek look, while allowing easy 

cookware movement.
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Continuous Grate Gas Cooktops

30" and 36" widths  

These cooktops present a sleek alternative 

to the traditional cooktop. High BTU 

sealed burners offer commercial-type 

performance and cleanability. And, the 

arc of the continuous grate allows easy 

movement between burners.

1514

*Shown with optional 6" high backguard accessory



Gas Cooktops

30" and 36" widths

With the contoured control panel, 

these gas cooktops offer precision and 

power. Designed to fit in virtually any 

standard cutout, they make for an easy 

update in both style and performance.

B U I L T - I N  S U R F A C E  C O O K I N G

simple operation. exceptional power.

16
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Touch Control Electric Cooktops

30" and 36" widths  

Touch controls integrated into the glass 

surface provide instant control and a 

seamless look. Select elements feature 

dual and triple activation to efficiently 

accommodate a variety of cookware sizes. 

Electric Cooktops

30", 36", and 45" widths

The electric cooktops bring high 

performance to electric cooking 

with QuickCook™ surface elements 

and high infrared transmission. 

And the durable glass ceramic  

tops contain a variety of element 

sizes to accommodate almost any 

size cookware.



B U I L T - I N 
O V E N  P R O D U C T S

Electric Double Oven

30" width

The double oven offers all the stunning 

features of the single model with twice 

the already tremendous cooking 

capacity. Sear steaks in the top unit, 

while the bottom handles dessert with 

gentle convection baking. Flush mount 

option available.

Electric Single Oven

30" width

Despite the minimalist design, the 

Designer electric oven delivers full-throttle 

cooking power. The convection fan ensures 

perfect heat circulation and the concealed 

bake element maximizes cleanability. 

Flush mount option available.

the style fits in. 
the performance stands out. 
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Touch Control 

Electric Single Oven

30" width

The touch control oven offers all 

the performance, power, and 

features of the standard Designer 

ovens with the added convenience 

of a digital touch control panel. It 

handily lights up to offer advanced 

cooking options like AutoRoast, 

Proof, and personalized recipe 

functions – then disappears when 

not in use. TruGlide™ full extension 

racks are useful for large dishes. 

Flush mount option available.

Touch Control 

Electric Double Oven

30" width

The ultimate in performance and 

design, the touch control double 

oven multiplies capacity – yet still 

remains surprisingly sleek. The digital 

touch control panel certainly helps. It  

illuminates to offer high-performance 

features then gracefully disappears 

when not in use. Flush mount option 

available.

the style fits in. 
the performance stands out. 
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B U I L T - I N 
O V E N  P R O D U C T S

Conventional 

Microwave Hood

30" width 

The microwave hood takes the 

exceptional features of the Designer 

microwave and adds an integrated 

exhaust system. Install above any 

cooking surface to maximize space 

and ventilation.

Microwave 

30" trim kit width 

The Designer microwave offers 

extra-large capacity and an array of 

powerful settings. Ultra-premium 

features include instant sensor 

settings and warm/hold function. 

It can be used as a countertop 

model, or a built-in unit with our 

30" wide trim kit (shown). Flush 

mount option available.

powerful performance. 
luxurious convenience.
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powerful performance. 
luxurious convenience.
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Convection 

Microwave Hood

30" width 

Convection and microwave cooking 

are not mutually exclusive. This model 

even pre-heats. Stock the bake sale 

with perfectly fluffy cakes, muffins, 

and breads. They’ll never know. The 

integrated exhaust system provides a 

convenient ventilation solution above 

any cooking surface.

Electric Warming Drawer

30" width 

The temperature settings on the 

warming drawer range from 90 to 

250 degrees F – versatile enough  

to proof bread, warm a plate, or  

keep soup piping hot until it hits 

the table. Custom panel model and 

flush mount option available.

DrawerMicro™ Oven

24" width

The DrawerMicro oven tucks away 

under your counter, in an island, or 

beneath your built-in oven. Automatic 

drawer-style access maximizes capacity 

and convenience. And 11 sensor cooking 

options make cooking anything a breeze.



ventilation
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     Keep it fresh. That is the mantra of the modern kitchen. And 

it applies to everything from ingredients to appearance. Designer 

ventilation systems follow this philosophy dutifully. Their simple yet 

striking lines perfectly complement Designer ranges, rangetops, and 

cooktops. And their silent yet efficient operation keeps even the 

spiciest cooking odors and temperatures under comfortable control. 

Ahhh, a stunning breath of fresh air.

2322
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fresh looks for fresh air.

Wall Hoods

24", 30", 36", 42", 48", 54", 60", and 66" widths

Island Hoods

36", 42", 54", and 66" widths

Designer wall and island hoods are 

powerful enough to handle even the 

most pungent cooking odors. Their quiet 

fans also keep room temperatures down. 

Exceptional features like auto-heat 

sensor, delay setting, and adjustable 

lighting offer even more comforts to 

your cooking area. And wall hoods are 

available in a number of styles – including 

a 6" high replacement model as well as 

recirculating/ductless hood kits – to suit 

any kitchen.
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Rear Downdrafts

30", 36", and 45" widths  

Designer downdrafts offer equal 

parts performance and convenience. 

They quietly work behind cooktops 

to eliminate smoke and odors, then 

retract into the countertop after their 

work is done.

Wall Custom Ventilator and 

Power Pack Systems

30", 36", 42", 48", 54", 60", and 66" widths  

No matter what your style, you can 

enjoy Viking performance with custom 

ventilation systems. These models offer 

all the power and features of Viking 

hoods in a blank canvas. Overlay whatever 

your heart desires.
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refrigeration
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     It’s not enough for a refrigerator to sit there and look pretty, 

although Designer refrigeration products do serve quite well in 

that capacity. Refrigeration is crucial to a kitchen. No matter 

how refined your cooking skills, you can’t compensate for a 

lack of fresh ingredients. Viking Designer refrigerator/freezers 

provide the ultimate in cold storage, with dedicated drawers and 

shelves to accommodate every item on your grocery list. Built-in 

bottom-mount and side-by-side models also feature our exclusive 

PlasmaClusterTM* Ion Air Purifier – which keeps everything fresher, 

longer than any other refrigerator on the market.

*PlasmaCluster is a registered trademark of Sharp Corporation



Install only the freshest ingredients.
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Quiet Cool™ Built-In, 

Side-by-Side 

Refrigerator/Freezers

42" and 48" widths 

Perfectly complementing the Designer 

kitchen in both form and function, 

they offer the same ultra-premium 

features as the bottom-mount – 

including the PlasmaCluster™ Ion Air 

Purifier to keep refrigerated foods 

fresher, longer. Custom panel and ice 

and water dispenser models are also 

available.

Quiet Cool™ Built-In, 

Bottom-Mount 

Refrigerator/Freezer

36" width  

Most Viking built-in refrigerators 

include the PlasmaCluster™ Ion Air 

Purifier, which eliminates bacteria 

and odors, for the freshest – and 

cleanest – cold storage available.  

Pull open the sleek door to find  

exceptional frost-free refrigerator  

space and features – like the  

Adjustable Cold Zone™ drawer.  

Frozen items are conveniently 

stored below in a large-capacity 

pull out drawer. Custom panel 

model available.



Install only the freshest ingredients.
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Freestanding, French-door 

Bottom-Mount 

Refrigerator/Freezer*

36" width  

The French-door model opens wide  

to reveal two moisture-adjustable  

produce drawers, premium water 

filter, and an egg container for  

24 eggs. The electronic door open 

alarm warns when a door has been 

ajar for five minutes. Ice and water 

dispenser model also available. 

Energy Star qualified.

Freestanding, Side-by-Side 

Refrigerator/Freezer with

Ice and Water Dispenser*

36" width  

With over 23 cubic feet of space, 

this model has exceptional capacity. 

The LCD controls allow precise 

temperature adjustment while 

the through-the-door dispenser 

features crushed and cubed ice, and 

a premium filter for cleaner, better 

tasting water. Energy Star qualified.

*Shown with optional top grille accessory. Side trim accessory also available to create “built-in” look.
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specialty refrigeration
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     Seems every memorable dinner party begins and ends 

with relaxing conversation over refreshing drinks – and, of 

course, there’s that perfect bottle of wine during the meal. 

With a Designer wine cellar in the home, your favorite 

vintages are always within easy reach and always at the 

perfect temperature. The additional cool convenience 

of a beverage center and ice machine will keep even the 

hottest party going all night long.
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Wine Cellars

15" and 24" widths 

Prevent premature aging and 

sedimentation of your wines with 

the undercounter wine cellars. 

A range of temperature selections 

and vibration-free storage create 

the perfect environment for your 

favorite vintage. Custom panel 

models available.

Built-In, Full-Height 

Wine Cellar

30" width

The full-height wine cellar provides 

horizontal storage for up to 150 

bottles of your favorite vintages. 

Its exclusive TriTemp™ Storage 

System features three separate 

temperate zones to preserve 

different types of wine at their 

optimum serving temperatures. 

Full-width shelves pull out for 

easy access to standard, magnum, 

and half-size bottles. Custom panel 

model available.

the ultimate beverage armory.
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Refrigerated Beverage 

Centers

15" and 24" widths   

The perfect refreshment accessory, 

the beverage centers feature 

special beverage shelves and a wine 

rack – allowing optimal storage 

for all your favorite refreshments. 

Custom panel models available.

Ice Machine

15" width  

The ice machine provides 

enough ice to keep any party 

going – up to 65 pounds in 

24 hours. A special draining 

process melts away old ice, 

ensuring every scoop is fresh 

and crystal clear. Custom 

panel model available.

Refrigerated Drawers

24" width  

With automatic cycle defrost, 

full-extension drawer glides, 

and LED lighting, Viking  

refrigerated drawers deftly 

convert any standard, 24" 

undercounter space into 5.8 

cubic feet of cool storage –  

matching the rest of the 

Designer Series kitchen in  

performance and appearance.  

Custom panel model available.

the ultimate beverage armory.
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kitchen cleanup
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     Keep it clean. It’s an essential edict for any kitchen. Unfortunately, 

edicts usually aren’t much fun. And cleaning up after a dinner 

party will certainly never be counted among the joys of cooking. 

But the Intelli-WashTM dishwasher and food waste disposer tackle 

the most mundane chores with ease and silence – and look quite 

good doing it. Which leaves you more time to devote to the other 

tasks at hand – like the after-dinner drink.



Dishwashers

24" width  

Viking dishwashers introduce an 

entirely new approach to dishwashing – 

intelligence. The Intelli-Wash™ models 

utilize revolutionary sensors and logic 

chips to clean your dishes with the 

utmost care. And all models include the 

largest stainless steel wash arms on the 

market, a multi-stage filtration system, 

and are Energy Star Qualified. Custom 

panel model available.

the strong silent types.
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Food Waste Disposers

Continuous feed*

Equipped with exclusive anti-jamming 

features, sound-absorbing insulation, 

and the most powerful motor in a 

residential model, the Viking food waste 

disposers offer unrivaled performance 

and long life. 

*Batch feed accessory available.
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design integrity

Consistency in both performance and design should be a major consideration when building or remodeling 

a home. With the complete Viking indoor or outdoor kitchen, every single product works together in form 

and function with the same level of excellence. It’s something Viking calls Design Integrity.TM

 

Viking is the only company that offers complete ultra-premium kitchens – so Viking is also the only 

company that can offer truly consistent design, while delivering the quality and performance that makes 

Viking the true market leader. Across all product categories, the knobs, handles, bezels, curves, angles, and 

lines all follow the same design cues – even the grain of stainless is the same from product to product. This 

enables the designer to create a perfectly harmonious kitchen in one of three Viking product offerings – 

Professional Indoor, Designer Indoor, or Professional Outdoor.

 

You wouldn’t install mismatched cabinets and drawers or countertops. Yet design differences are even more 

dramatic between multiple appliance manufacturers. Traditional or contemporary. Stainless or color finish. 

No matter the look you’re going for, no one can match the Viking kitchen and Viking Design Integrity.
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Exclusive finishes are not available on all products.

stainless steel metallic silver graphite gray stone gray taupe biscuit cotton white white

oyster gray golden mist lemonade sage mint julep sea glass iridescent blue viking blue

pumpkin racing red apple red burgundy plum black chocolate cobalt blue

exclusive finishes
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Vik ing  Range  Corporat ion

111 Front  Street

Greenwood,  Miss i s s ippi  38930  USA

(662)  455-1200

For  product  in format ion , 

ca l l  1 -888-VIKING1 (845-4641) , 

or  v i s i t  the  Vik ing  webs i te  at 

v ik ingrange .com

© 2011 ,  V ik ing  Range  Corporat ion

Spec i f icat ions  subject  to  change  without  not ice .

All electric ovens 
and warming 

drawers

All gas 
cooking products

All gas 
cooking products

All ventilation, 
kitchen cleanup, 

refrigeration products, 
and microwaves

All ventilation, 
kitchen cleanup, 

refrigeration products, 
and microwaves

US

All electric ovens 
and warming 

drawers
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Follow us on


